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The ink had barely dried on the seventeenth and final draft of my Master's thesis in July 1977 when I 
boarded a Pan Am 7 4 7 and headed north to the icy oil fields of northern Alaska. That year began an 
uninterrupted 15-year program of arctic research which had a profound influence on my direction as a 
marine scientist. Besides providing unique opportunities to perform underwater research under some of 
the worst conditions imaginable, I also witnessed (and participated) in the development of the largest oil 
field in North America; later I was one of the focky group of scientists involved in what is ·now the only 
offshore oil production facility in the entire Arctic. · 

After 15 years of diving through mountains of ice, getting chased by polar bears on tiny barrier islands, 
and exploring hundreds of miles of what must be soJne of the most beautiful coastline in the world, I am 
left with log books full of data as well as memories and, of course, a ridiculous desire to keep going back. · 
Perhaps this is related ~o being one of the "survivors" -- of the scientists and workers that now arrive in 
Prudhoe Bay every ye.ar to work, very few were present during the early boom years of the late 1970's and 
the bust that followed in the mid-1980's. The early construction camps served lobster and steak as regular 
evening fare~ women were as rare as penguins, and at our dive sites in the Beaufort Sea, a radio call on 
marine VHF almost al ways yielded dead silence. 
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In the early 1980's, that solitude changed rapidly. With oil prices climbing steadily, construction of 
oil exploration and development facilities continued at an unbelievable and frantic pace. Research funds 
for work in the Beaufort Sea were nearly unlimited; it was under these conditions that I started my Ph.D. 
in 1980. My successful re-discovery of an isolated kelp bed community in 1978 (with the help of a tough 
and seasoned group of arctic veterans· from the U.S. Geological Survey) was to be the focus of my doctoral 
research. Although U.S. government funding to study this community dried up by 1982, I was able to 
continue my field work from wages earned for diving services on various projects throughout the Beaufort 
Sea. My consultant fees (set by the oil industry) averaged $650/day and nicely supplemented my annual 
meager $10,000 doctoral fellowship. 

The price for getting access to my field sites on these consultant projectS sometimes included as many 
as 10 to 15 dives per day at several sites. Translated, this involved back-breaking work digging holes 
through 6 to 8 feet of ice at -20 to -40° below zero, dragging an old plywood shack over the hole, donning 
a bulky dry suit and then diving in complete darkness in ice-water for 30 to 45 minutes. Since the water 
was always a lot warmer than the air\-2°C compared to -40°C) we always felt lucky to do this part. Then, 
following the completion of the dive, we would move on to the next site, chip a hole in the now ice-frozen 

· hole, and repeat the procedure. I .don't recall having any problems sleeping or eating during those periods. 

It was toward the end of one of these projects that I decided that I had pushed my arotic quotient 
past maximum. Our last dives were made in fifty-five feet of water over a potentially promising oil field 
to record bottom topography. It was pitch black; our underwater communications system was working 
sporadically at best, and the underwater ice tjdges extended as far as 40 feet toward the ocean floor. It was 
very weird to sit on the bottom and look up at mountains of ice from that perspective. The sea floor was 
no less interesting-- deep-draft ice had gouged troughs 6 feet deep in the silty mud. All these features, plus 
the surprise occurrence of debris from past drilling operations, resulted in a snagged dive line. Maintaining 
a calm composure in my efforts to locate this snag under conditions of absolute darkness and numbing cold 
was a real challenge (although I haven't told you about how we un-grounded our arctic whaler from an ice 
flow we tried to jump a year earlier). To top it all off, Exxon drilled a dry hole ·at this location a few months 
later. 

Despite these small ''isolated" incidents, we have continued to successfully study one of the most 
interesting communities in the Arctic Ocean . . The benefits have been substantial, but at considerable effort 
and expense, as characterizes most polar research. Most of our work is now, thankfully, NSF funded, and 
with the increased participation of Russian scientists, becoming even more exciting and productive (my 
unusual experiences in arctic Canada and the Russian arctic coast is yet another chapter). 

Although I've invested a huge amount of time and energy in Arctic research over the years, there 
are benefits. My confidence in flying with bush pilots along the Arctic coast (they often slept while I 
pondered the flight instruments,. course and direction in zero visibility) prompted me to get my pilots license 
in 1980. It's been an invaluable asset to my research ever since. In 1978 I hired an invertebrate 
systematist (Susan Schonberg) to work on the invertebrate fauna of the Beaufort Sea and help us drill holes 
in the ice and dive. Even after all that abuse, Susan married me in 1980 before I dragged her off to warm 
and balmy Fairbanks. Our partnership in science continues today, although I am occasionally threatened 
with being placed on some nondescript iceberg drifting in some unnamed ocean. Those threats come 
annually every summer when the Texas heat does force me to retreat to a familiar coastline that harbors 
the now infamous arctic kelp, Laminaria solidungula. -Ken Dunton 
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I wish to share in .part two letters received in response to the special holiday issue of the Lazarette Gazette. 
I really appreciate our new Chancellor, William H. Cunningham, taking the time and having the interest 
to write as follows, I very much enjoyed the special holiday edition of the Lazarette Gazette. The news seems 
good, and the publication was well done ... ·Thanks, Bill, we are grateful for all you did for MSI as President 
of UT-Austin and for your continued support as Chancellor. 

It has been encouraging to see in the Letters to the Editor the fond memories of MSI and Port Aransas by 
many of our graduates. Professor Emeritus J. A. Colin Nicol (formerly Senior Research Scientist at MSI 
and UT Professor, and a Fellow of the Royal Society), in writing to thank us for the holiday issue, also 
recounted fondly some of the memories of the portion of his career spent iri Port Aransas. In his letter, 
Colin says, It has been a pleasure to read about progress and all the varied kinds of marine research which 
you folk are doing. It is very impressive. I should like to be remembered to Messrs. Thompson, Amos, and 
Tinnin, all of whom helped me in my research and in other ways in years gone by, and for which I am 
grateful. Colin enclosed an abbreviated and informal history of his time ~t MSI, which I am very happy to 
have and we reproduce below in its entirety. -Robert S. Jones 

Ribby Lerryn 
Lostwithiel 
Cornwall PL220PG, England 

When I began research at Port Aransas in the early sixties, I was amazed at the rich variety and abundance of fish. I already had some 
experience with eyes of fishes and when a ladyfish was brought to me, I was impressed by the amount of silvery material which poured 
forth from its ocular reflectors or tapetum. Thus began two decades of work, in which I set myself a program of determining the 
distribution of tapeta in .fishes, their structure, microstructure, chemical composition, biophysical characteristics and function. I 
accomplished most of what I set out to do, though there were some loose ends when I retired. If these are worth unravelling, I suppose 
others will do so. Dr. Shosuke Ito discovered new compounds in fish tapeta and, on the basis of his experience at Port Aransas, has 
developed a wide interest in melanins (phaeomelanins) and their significance in medicine. There were unusual episodes, such as when 
I sent Sho Ito to a catfish farm to collect catfish, and he spent several happy hours pulling them out with hook and line (he loved fish 
and fishing). And occasions of serendipity, when I accidently stumbled upon the unique eye of the anchovy for detecting polarized light. 
Finally, I turned off the electrical recorders, laid down my surgical instruments, gathered up my notes, and said goodbye. Now, I have 
fond memories of South Texas, the red moon rising over the waters of the Gulf, the singing of the mockingbird, and the soft call of the · 
Inca Dove. -NICOL (10 January 1993) 

How To Succeed in Business .. ~A recent rash of "receiving" ruckuses could lead to pesky purchasing 
problems, if we don't pull up our proverbial socks! · · -

The main problem is items arriving without receiving being notified. The standard procedure is official 
delivery to a central .point (M116). In some circumstances, however, items are picked up from the vendor . 
by the person who placed the order, or arrive by U.S. Mail (e.g., books) and get routed direct to a lab, thus 
by-passing receiving. Occasionally, bulky/big/heavy things are deliberately routed by purchasing to 

somewhere other than receiving. This may not strike you as important. However, if receiving doesn't know 
an item has arrived, the vendor does not get paid. Vendors tend to frown on not getting paid-they're 
like that. Right now we have at least two vendors who will not accept purchase orders from us. They 
demand prepayment before delivery can be arranged, and the prepayment procedure is very much slower 
than anyone likes ... a two- to three-week delay. 
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If something you ordered comes directly to you (accidentally, or by prearrangement with purchasing), you 
must notify receiving. Promptly send (preferably take) the packing list and/or deliverer's waybill, 
dated and signed by recipient, to receiving. This is what triggers payment to the vendor. We will not 
(in fact, may not) pay a vendor's invoice, no matter how long it sits, until that notification is in our hands. 
It is almost vital that we don't alienate vendors who are important to everyone throughout the University 
by sloppy procedures or lack of communication. 

Please help us to help you. -Lynn Amos ( & Venus Mills, & Erin Meuth) 

A special event was held at the Visitor's Center Auditorium on Friday, January 22, in which five mini
seminars were presented by members of the faculty, staff, and students. 

Lee Fuiman - 'Natural variation in elemental composition ofsagittae from red drum (Sciaenops ocellatus)" 

Scott Holt - "Growth rates of two species of sciaenids across an estuarine tidal front" 

Joan Holt - "Relationship of otolith size to growth in spotted seatrout and red drum larvae" 

Jerry Hoff - "Environmental and biological factors affecting incorporation of inorganic constituents into 
otoliths of red drum" 

Mike Thomas - "Chemical marking techniques in larvae and juvenile red drum otoliths using different 
fluorescent markers" 

Raouf Kilada has recently arrived from Alexandria, Egypt to work with Connie Arnold. .Raouf will be 
completing his practical and written work for his Ph.D. which will be given by the Suez Canal University. 
He expects to be here about two years under the Exchange ViSitor Program of The University of Texas at 
Austin. Rauof has been an Assistant Lecturer of the Faculty of Science at Suez Canal University. Raouf 
is accompanied by his wife Mervat Fouad and four year old daughter, Christina Raouf. 

Inge Geurden is also a participant in UT's Exchange Visitor Program. Inge is from Belgium where she 
is a student at the University of Gent. She will be working on larval fish diets and nutrition with Joan 
Holt for about four months. 

Dolores Villarreal is at home recovering after a trip to the hospital for surgery. Dolores reports she is 
doing fine and expects to be back soon. 
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In the last issue of Lazarette Gazette I maintained that research and education was second only to tourism 
in importance to Port Aransas. There is one area where the folks at MSI are number one-volunteerism. 
It is truly amazing the extent to which MSI employees/spouses are the ones who make good things happen 
in Port Aransas, particularly things related to younger people. 

On our first page Ken Dunton works with kelp next to the RIV ARCTIC WHALER, while young Polar 
Bears kick a soccer ball in the background. Ken i~ Mr. Soccer in Port Aransas. There are lots of other 
volunteers, many of them from MSI, but Ken is the man who organizes the soccer program, runs it, and 
coaches a team (a state finalist team last year). Ken is also a moving force in the Meals-on-wheels activity 
in Port Aransas, and many of his staff and students also volunteer. 

Lynn Tinnin is the person who makes the Girl Scout program happen in PA. Year after year Lynn has had 
an active Girl Scout Troop. The last few years she has also been coordinator for all five PA Girl Scout 
Troops. Nancy Buskey and Angela Montagna are other MSI Girl Scout Leaders. 

It was primarily John Yarbrough and Hayden Abel and other MSI employees who got the PA Little League 
Field built. Hayden and others from MSI continue yearly to coach both boy and girl teams. Speaking of 
Hayden, the crew on the RIV LONGHORN are all multi-hitters. Don Gibson (before moving to Rockport) 
was Webelos Leader and later Scoutmaster (followed by MSI's Johnny Holland, followed by MSI's Mark 
Poff, followed by Doyle Grundy-husband of librarian Ruth). And Hayden! Not just baseball but: Cub 
Scout Den Leader, Basketball Coach, and perennial heavy duty worker with the Keep Port Aransas 
Beautiful group. And Noe Cantu: soccer, Sea Explorer Advisor, and Cub Scout Webelos Leader (&also 
helps with the Tiger Cubs). 

MSI folks have been particularly involved in PA Cub Scout Pack 29. Last year four of the five dens were 
led by MSI employees. Rick Kalke is serving his fifth year with Cub Scouts and has just signed on as 
-Assistant Scoutmaster for Troop 29 for next year. (And this morning when I read the South Texas section 
of the Corpus Christi Caller, there was a picture of Rick looking back at me, with an article on his work 
with PA's Community Presbyterian Church.) 

I could go on and on cataloging all this, but the point is made and space prevents (I apologize to those many 
hard working volunteers at MSI whom I did not specifically mention by name). One last item to mention 
though-the Port Aransas Independent School Board. Particularly at this time of the school state financial 
crisis and P AISD's relationship to it, membership on the board is both important and tough work. Paul 
Montagna has been School Board President, and continues as Trustee. · Rick Tinnin is the -·current 
President. -John.Thompson 
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Operating our propane/gasoline vehicle- If you drive the new Chevy 4 X 4 crewcab pickup truck, this 
information is important (to make sure you get back home and the vehicle doesn't have to go to the shop). 
The truck has been converted to LPG in compliance with state law which makes · conversion to dual fuel 
mandatory for certain state owned vehicles. According to the conversion company, it is very important in 
switching from one fuel to the other that you give sufficient time in the off position for all the first fuel to 
burn out before switching to the other fuel. The best way to switch is with the engine idling and the 
gear shift in park and just let it run until the engine quits and then restart on the alternative 
fueL Another way is: while driving at least 45 mph on open road flip the switch to off and allow the 
engine to start to stall before flipping the switch to the other fuel. 

January 16--30 Travel-

+Don Gibson, January 25-26, Galveston, Houston, Bryan, drop offMSI personnel at Galveston TAMU dock 
for cruise, drop off life rafts in Houston for annual inspections, check on construction of the new winch for 
RIV LONGHORN in Bryan. 

+Rick Tinnin, January 22-24, South Padre Island, to con.duct Coastal Birds Teacher Workshop at UT Pan 
American Coastal Studies Lab. 

+Scott Holt, January 23-24, Hilton Head, South Carolina, present paper Growth rates of two sciaenid 
fishes distributed across an estuarine tidal front at the International Symposium on Fish Otolith Research 
and Application. 

+Connie Arnold, January_ 26-30, Hilton Head, South Carolina, present paper Dietary introduction of 
fiuorescent markers into Red Drum (Sciaenops ocellatus) scales and otoliths for stock identificati.on at the 
World Aquaculture Society Conference and Trade Show. 

+Joan Holt, January 23-30, Hilton Head, South Carolina, present paper Relationship of otolith size to 
growth in spotted seatrout and Red Drum larvae at the International Symposium on Fish Otolith Research 
and Application. 

+Jerry Hoff, January 22-28, Hilton Head, South Carolina, present paper Environmental and biological 
factors affecting incorporation of inorganic constituents into otoliths of Red Drum (Sciaenops ocellatus) at 
the International Symposium on Fish Otolith Research and Application. 

+Lee Fuiman, January 22-28, Hilton Head, South Carolina, present paper Natural variation in elemental 
composition of Sagittae from Red Drum (Sciaenops ocellatus) at the International Symposium on Fish 
Otolith Research and Application. 
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Coastal Birds Workshop - Rick Tinnin and Dr. Frank Judd· and Dr. Tim Brush of UT-Pan American 
led an exciting "Coastal Birds" workshop the weekend .of January 23rd. The workshop, part of a series 
funded by a grant from TAMU Sea Grant, was hosted by Dr. Judd at the Coastal Studies Laboratory on 
South Padre Island. Twenty-three teachers from as far away as Temple and Austin attended. After a brief 
look at coastal habitats and basic field identification characteristics, the group boarded a school · bus and 
toured the area from 10:30 am until 6 pm. We visited a Black Mangrove, wind tidal mudflat, San Martin 
Lake and the Laguna Atascosa Wildlife Refuge. We observed sixty-four different species of birds including 
the black shouldered kite, american oyster catcher, roseate spoonbills, canvas back ducks, common moorhen 
and a very large alligator. The treat of the day occurred when we were able to observe an osprey snatch 
a mullet from the waters of the Laguna Madre about 100 yards in front of us. 

Regwnal Marine Research Program- Approximately 35 research scientists and state and federal 
resource and environmental agency personnel met in the visitor center January 28-29 to develop an action 
plan for the Gulf of Mexico Regional Marine Resource Program. Dr. Larry McKinney, TPWD, organized 
the meeting. 

Another MES program workshop will be held February 6 at the UT-Pan American Coastal Studies 
Laboratory on South Padre Island. Pam Stryker and Susie Parkinson, developers of a marine oriented 
elementar.Y curriculum, will lead the workshop. 

Jeff Heimann, MES program assistant, will be leaving the MES team. Jeff has been a very important 
member for five and a half years. Jeff, and his wife, Mary Ann, will be taking advantage of several 
business opportunities which have opened up for them. Jeff is active with the Boatman's Association, he 
is in charge of the Deep Sea Roundup this year, and is an excellent offshore charter boat captain. His wife, 
Mary Ann, is likewise a successful bay fishing charter captain. The schedule of visiting class boat trips for 
the spring was listed in the last issue of the Lazarette Gazette. It indicated the busy season ahead of us. 
We will certainly miss Jeff's able assistance. His contributions to the MES team were many. He and Capt. 
John Turany have hosted literally thousands of students of all ages aboard the RV KATY. I have a file full 
of thank you notes, photo's and original drawings signed by the many students he has impressed with his 
knowledge of the marine world and his broad smile and quick laugh. He has played an invaluable role in 
the successful implementation of Project OCEAN across Texas. He and Linda Fuiman have contributed 
not only their professionalism and knowledge but also a friendly smile and much personal attention to help 
make the many teachers and visitors who participate in MES programs feel genuinely welcome at UTMSI. 
Jeff capably filled the large shoes left by Billy Slingerland who preceded.him as MES program assistant. 
The search is on for his replacement, but he is going to ·be a hard act to follow. ·Jeff, thanks for your many 
years of service, your contributions to the success of the MES program and for your friendship. You will 
be missed!! -Rick Tinnin 
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February Movie Schedule for the Visitor Center-

MONDAY 
• 11 a.m. -Texas Bays and Estuaries (16 min) In this rich and varied environment we must protect, 

preserve and enhance our estuarine resources. 
• 3 p.m. - Bullwinkle: (26 min) The world's tallest oil drilling platform was built for Shell Oil and 

constructed at Ingleside, Texas. This magnificent rig was installed off the Louisiana coast and stands an 
impressive 1,615 ft high. 

TUESDAY 
. • 11 a.m. - Texas Wild - Ecology IDustrated: (9 min) Meet the animals and plants that form the 
ecological community of the South Texas thornbrush country. 
• 3 p.m. - If Dolphins Could Talk: (60 min) Since 1960, an estimated six million dolphins have been 

killed by tuna fishers in the Pacific. Contains graphic scenes of dolphin die-offs in coastal areas in the 
United States and abroad. 

WEDNESDAY 
• 11 a.m. -The Sharks: (60 min) Takes you on a special expedition to study these fishes of fearful legend 

and challenge the myths surrounding them. Meet these living symbols of terror face to face and learn the 
truth about these creatures of the deep. 
• 3 p.m. - Dolphins: (14 min) There is a great deal to be learned about dolphins. This film will give you 

a glimpse of dolphin behavior and you will witness the birth of a bottlenose dolphin. 

THURSDAY 
• 11 a.m. - Estu3ry: (12 min) A short but well-done explanation of what an estuary is and its importance 

in nature's scheme. 
• 3 p.m. - The Flight of the Whooping Cranes: (58 min) The salt marshes of the Texas Gulf Coast 

provides a winter home for the Whooping Crane. This species was almost driven to extinction. 
FRIDAY (no regular movie schedule for Friday) 

There will be no movies February 15 through 19. 
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Tide Predictions-February 1-' 14 (For tidal heights at the tide tower, South Jetty, the Aransas Pass. Heights are in feet 
above or below mean sea level. The shaded area is nighttime. Remember, this is tidal height, not tidal current. Slack water is when 
the wiggly line crosses the MSL line, not at peaks and valleys, where the tidal cuffent will be a full flood or ebb.) -
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I ~~~c~:~i.0~~:!ra~~~;:;~:: c~: ~~1~ Cahi:::f~ a:s: ~~- ~:~!:\u:· ri:=:: :;: 
rr(). . adventures! (Kens own word as per the.title was not adventure but Just refiectzons.) Ken mcludes 
HfG his wife Susan in his story; to complete the story we need to add children: Nathan (11 year old 
~mrfi soccer star and sc;holar), Karli (8 year old Texas two stepper and future 4-H club member) and Matt 
j~!~ (3.5 year old-entertainer). You will have noticed in the Personnel section the arrival of Raouf 
ij~~lS·_ Kilada and Inge Geurden to that growing International Community-PA Texas. We can add Egypt 
:!!i~ts' and Belgium to the list of foreign countries represented at MSI: England, Japan, China, India, 
:y~ Col6mbia, Indonesia, Austria, and Turkey. Thanks for help with this issue of the LazGaz to Bob 
.:- ··-- Jones, Patty Baker, Lynn Amos, JoAnn Page, Venus Mills, Linda Yates, Erin Meuth, Kathy Quade, 

Rick Tinnin, Tony Amos, Andi Wickham, Linda Fuiman, and, especially Ken Dunton. 
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